


ROBE OMBRE

G 305 DD

ELEANORE



TIE DYED KAFTAN

REWA

G 712FX



TOP

LEYLA

G 1106



TIE DYED KAFTAN

GIRI

G 708FX



TIE DYED KAFTAN

G 706 TD

AMINI



DRESS

LYDIA

G 301



BOLD STRIPED KAFTAN

CALLIE

G 709 BS



DRESS

CATALINA

G 2100



DRESS

CLARA

G 303



DRESS VPRT

CLARISS

G 322 VPRT



KAFTAN

ELLA

G705





DRESS

EMMA

G 317



SILK KAFTAN

ZIVA

G 702 SLK



KALA COTTON KAFTAN

ZIVA

G 702 KC



SHORT DOTTOP BIG DOT

BRITTCARA

G117 BD G 202 DOT



BOLD FLOWER PRINT SILK KAFTAN

ZEER

G 5100 SLK



BOLD FLOWER PRINT TOP

NOAH

G 1105 SLK BF



ROBE DRESS

BETTY JESSE

G 2106G 2107



SMALL ROBE HIGH LOW

ELEANOR

G 305 TD



TOP

WYNONA

G 107



KALA KAFTAN

ALYSSA

G 704 KC



ROBE

ELEANORE

G 305



TOP

CRINKLE MONROE

G 1107



BROWN MULTI CHECKS JUMPSUIT

BAILEY

G 3101 BC



ROBE BIG DOT

G 911 BD

FRANCES



STRIPED KAFTAN

MERU

G 707



TIE-DYED SILK KAFTAN

CALLI

G 709 SLK



JAMDANI KAFTAN

REWA

G 712 JAM



JAMDANI KAFTAN

AMINI

G 706 JAM



TIE-DYED KAFTAN

ZEER

G 711 TD



DRESS

LORRAINE

G 2101



TROUSER

TOP

SIERRA

AURORA

G 1101 L

G 4102 DK





PANT

TOP

DENALI

DAKOTA

TOP

KAYA

G 1103 

G 1102 L 

G 4101 FX



JUMPSUIT

BAILEY

G 3101



DRESS

MIA

G 2102 SLK





DRESS

CLARISS

G322



SILK ROSE BUD PYJAMA SILK ROSE BUD TOP

CHLOE CARA

G117 Slk RBG 407 SLK RB



SILK ROSE BUD TOP

BRYLEE

G 119 SLK RB

ROSE BUD ROBE

FRANCES

G911 MLT RB



DRESSROBE PARROT PRINT

CLARISSELEANORE

G322G 305 P



SILK TOP

BRYLEE

G119 SLK



LV TOP

ROWAN 

G 906 LV





DRESS

COLETTE

G320 LV



STYLE# STYLENAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

DRESS

G 2100

G 303

G 2101

G 301

G 2102 SLK

G 2106

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

a V-neck sleeveless, flowy dress with fine details of hand knit, 
handspun linen border at the neckline, available in tones of 
indigo and tobacco, 100% cotton, handwashed for a soft finish.

wrap dress with embroidered bodice
and crochet detailswashed
and over-dyed 100% cotton voile

a flowy, floor length dress with delicate straps in 100% cotton, 
available in tones of sky, indigo and tobacco, 100% cotton, 
handwashed for a soft finish.

dress with tank top and full circle skirt
and pin tuck detailswashed
and over-dyed 100% cotton voile

a dress with handwoven cotton yoke and silk bodice with fine 
details of hand knit, handspun linen border at the sleeves, 
available in tones of indigo and soil, 70% silk and 30% cotton, 
handwashed for a soft finish.

a v-neck sleevless dress with delicate handmade silk buttons 
all along the side seam, available in a subtle graphic print on 
100% cotton and handwashed for a soft finish.

CATALINA DRESS

CLARA DRESS

LORRAINE DRESS

LYDIA DRESS

MIA DRESS

JESSE DRESS

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

G 322 a floor length sleeveless dress with a v-neck and intricate 
pleating texture under the armhole, discrete pockets are added 
on the sides giving way to a volumious fall, available in tones 
of white, chrome, muddy rose, bronze, turk blue and charcoal, 
100% cotton with soft was finish.

CLARISS DRESS 

G 322 VPRT

G 317

a floor length sleeveless dress with a v-neck and intricate 
pleating texture under the armhole,  discrete pockets have 
been added on the sides giving way to a volumious fall, 100% 
cotton with soft was finish.

CLARISS DRESS 
VPRT

EMMA DRESS

G 320 LV XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

sleeveless dress with keyhole neck and handmade tassels on 
the tie, pleated texture under the armhole to create gathering 
and volume, available in tones of white, chrome, muddy rose, 
bronze, turk blue and charcoal, linen viscose blend with soft 
wash finish.

a vintage style dress with gathers as highlight washed and 
over-dyed 100% cotton

COLETTE LV 
DRESS 

STYLE# STYLENAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

XS/S, M/L, XLG 911 BD FRANCES BIG DOT 
ROBE

a versatile overlay with panels joined using a machine jali 
lattice, a fusion of crème polka and charcoal dots form the 
print, mix of 100% cotton and cotton silk blend with soft 
wash finish.  

ROBE

 G 305

 G 305 P

 G 305 DD

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

to be worn over tops and dressess as a layering, front 
open with handmade tie and delicate tassels, dyeable in all 
colours, 100% cotton with soft wash finish.

hand dyed using splash tie - dye technique in hues of 
indigo, chrome and steel grey to create a beautiful balance 
of colors, this quintessential overlay could be worn over 
tops and dresses, front open with meticulous details of 
handmade tassels, made in 100% cotton with a softer 
finish.

to be worn over tops and dressess as a layering, front 
open with handmade tie and delicate tassels, available in 
tones of white, chrome, muddy rose, bronze, turk blue and 
charcoal, cotton silk blend with soft wash finish.

ELEANOR ROBE

ELEANOR ROBE

ELEANOR ROBE
OMBRE

G 2107 XS/S, M/L, XLa 100% cotton overlay assembled by hand sewing, hand 
knitting in 100% handspun linen and handwashed for a soft 
finish.

BETTY ROBE

XS/S, M/L, XL

TOP

G 1101 L XS/Sa pure linen front open crop blouse accentuated with 
delicate hand crochet lace at the hem of the pocket and 
tiny hand embroidered dots along the pocket and sleeves,  
available in steel grey, black, onion, purple and indigo in 
100% linen and handwashed for a soft finish.

AURORA TOP

G 1107 XS/S, M/L, XLa cotton tank top with hand knitted and hand-spun 100% 
linen straps, available in tones of natural and dark soil, 
100% cotton, handwashed for a soft finish.

MONROE TOP 

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

G 117 BD

G 117 SLK RB

wrap-around crop blouse that can be worn with skirt or 
trousers, big charcoal dots scattered on the surface, 100% 
cotton with soft wash finish.

wrap-around crop blouse in white rose bud print that draws 
on a european tradition, can be worn with skirt or trousers, 
100% silk with soft wash finish.

CARA TOP BIG DOT

CARA SILK ROSE 
BUD TOP 

G 1102 L FSa free size top hand knitted using hand-spun linen, created 
to overlay on bralets or bikini blouses, available in a natural 
tone of linen, 100% linen,handwashed for a soft finish.

DAKOTA KNITTED 
TOP

XS/S, M/L, XLG 911 MLT RB FRANCES ROSE BUD 
ROBE

a versatile overlay with panels joined using a machine jali 
lattice, the print is in a european inspired rose bud design, 
mix of 100% cotton and cotton silk blend with soft wash 
finish.  



STYLE# STYLENAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

TOP

G 1103

G 1106

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

a comfortable full-sleeve top with cuffs and collars delicately 
hand-knitted using 100% hand-spun linen, available in tones 
of natural, indigo and tobacco, 100% cotton, handwashed for 
a soft finish.

an airy cotton gauz blouse featuring a smocked front and 
back highlighted with  gathered elasticated cuffs, available in 
tones of natural, indigo, tobacco, sky, soil, dark soil, a cotton 
linen blend with soft wash finish.

KAYA TOP

LEYLA TOP 

G 1105 SLK BF

G 906 LV

G 107 LV

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S, M/L, XL

a silk- cotton top with butterfly sleeves in bold graphic floral 
print, available in tone of grey. 100% cotton handwashed for a 
soft finish

an oriental top with wide collar and  straps tied to the front left 
with a scattering of small, charcoal dots,  linen viscose  blend 
with soft wash finish.

bat wing top with hand crochet
and pleated sleeve -
washed and over-dyed 100% cotton

textured pleating front and back giving way 
voluminous gathering, square neckline, an elegant garment 
for day wear, 100% cotton with soft wash finish.

inspired from various indigenous hand tieing techniques, this 
silk kaftan creates elaborate dots and circles on one side. 
The flattering silhouette is completed with intricate and unique 
crochet tassels along with elasticated sleeve; 100% silk.

NOAH BOLD 
FLORAL PRINT 
TOP

ROwAN LV TOP

wYNONA TOP

KAFTAN

G 704 KC ALYSSA KALA 
KAFTAN

S/M , L/XLthis versatile kaftan opens numerous ways to be styled as 
overlays or an oversized shirt kaftan. Created with handwoven 
fine silk and cotton yarns, the sheerness adds delicacy and 
finesse. The sleeves add character through fine pleating and 
pintucks texture.This piece of clothing can be layered over 
bralets and high waist pants to add oomph to the entire look; 
cotton-silk blend.

G 706 TD

G 709 BS

AMINI TIE DYED 
KAFTAN

CALLIE BOLD 
STRIPED KAFTAN

XS/S, M/L, XLG 119 SLK RB waist length, comfortable full-sleeve blouse with pleats on the 
shoulders, the white rose bud print is inspired by a european 
tradition, 100% silk with soft wash finish.

BRYLEE SILK ROSE 
BUD TOP

G 706 JAM this masterly crafted handwoven fabric is the vision of the 
highly skilled community creating elaborate polkas on the 
handloom. The flattering silhouette is completed with intricate 
and unique crochet tassels along with elasticated sleeve. Our 
classic pair of red stripes chloe pajama complete the look with 
ease; 100% cotton.

AMINI JAMDANI 
KAFTAN

G 709 SLK S/M , L/XLthis versatile kaftan opens numerous ways to be styled as 
overlays or an oversized shirt kaftan. It is created with various 
indigenous hand tieing techniques by diligently placing the 
motifs. The sleeves add character through fine pleating and 
pintucks texture. This piece of clothing can be layered over 
bralets and high waist pants to add oomph to the entire look; 
100% silk.

CALLI TIE-DYED 
SILK KAFTAN

S/M , L/XLeasy loose fit, pintucks giving way to a gathering below, boat 
neck with opening held by hand made button on the shoulder, 
in tones of white and navy blue, 100% cotton with soft wash 
finish.

G 705 ELLA KAFTAN

G 708 FX S/M , L/XL

S/M , L/XL

taken hues from the victorian era, this kaftan has billowing 
sleeves and gathers all over the neckline with intricate crochet 
tassels. It is created with various indigenous hand tieing 
techniques. Subtle slits at the hem reveal hints of skin, perfect 
for a hot summer day.

GIRI FLAX KAFTAN

G 712 JAM REwA JAMDANI 
KAFTAN

this masterly crafted handwoven fabric is the vision of the highly 
skilled community creating elaborate polkas on the handloom. 
The flattering silhouette is completed with hand embroidered 
belt creating gathers at the waist. Our classic pair of tiny check 
chloe pajama complete the look with ease; 100% cotton.

STYLE# STYLENAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

KAFTAN

S/M , L/XL

S/M , L/XL

S/M , L/XL

G 712 FX REwA TIE DYED 
KAFTAN

XS/S, M/L, XLG 702 SLK v neck, easy fit, textured flowy kaftan, 100% silk  with soft 
wash finish.

ZIVA SILK KAFTAN

G 5100 SLK XS/S, M/L, XLa bold graphic floral printed easy loose fit, v-neck kaftan in 
a cotton-silk blend, hand washed for a soft finish.

ZEER BOLD FLOwER
PRINT KAFTAN

this kaftan is hand dyed by dipping in various tones at certain 
intervals to create indigo mountains. These indigo mountains 
create contrast with the other half yet blend in like ocean with 
sky. The flattering silhouette is completed with handmade belt 
dipped in indigo, creating gathers at the waist; cotton-linen 
blend.

G 706 TD S/M , L/XLinspired from various indigenous hand tieing techniques, 
this kaftan creates elaborated dots and circles on the 
center, gradually fading away. The flattering silhouette 
is completed with intricate and unique crochet buttons 
running all across the shoulder; 100% silk.

ZEER TIE-DYED 
KAFTAN

G 702 KC

G 707

handloom woven stripe long kaftan 
with hand fagotting on sleevewashed
100% organic kala cotton

this kaftan features plunging neckline with pleats 
originating from the shoulder and ending just below the 
bust. Masterly crafted handstitched checkered lace at 
the sleeve add nuance to diverse yellow stripes. The 
flattering silhouette is completed with intricate and unique 
crochet tassels; 100% cotton.

ZIVA KALA 
COTTON KAFTAN

MERU STRIPED 
KAFTAN



G 3101 BC XS/S, M/L, XLa mini multi-checks brown printed jumpsuit with collared 
neck in hand knit, hand spun linen detail, made in 100% 
cotton, hand washed for a soft finish.

BAILEY MULTI 
PRINT CHECKS 
JUMPSUIT

JUMPSUIT

G 3101 XS/S, M/L, XLa jumpsuit with collared neck in hand knit, hand spun linen 
detail, made in 100% cotton, available in tones of pottersclay 
and indigo, hand washed for a soft finish.

BAILEY JUMPSUIT

SHORTS

TROUSER

PYJAMA

XS/S, M/L, XLG 407 SLK RB relaxed fit, detailed pintucking at the hem, in european 
inspired white rose bud print, 100% silk with soft wash finish .

SILK CHLOE 
PYJAMA ROSE BUD

G 4101 FX XS/S, M/L, XLa relaxed fit pant with buttons at the bottom to create 
versatile styles, available in tones of natural, tobacco, 
indigo, sky, soil and dark soil, made in 100% cotton and 
handwashed for a soft finish.

DENALI PANTS

G 202

G 4102 DK

XS/S, M/L, XL

XS/S

drawstring short with pin tuck hem detail-
washed and over-dyed 100% cotton voile.

a relaxed fit trouser in handspun and handwoven denim khadi, 
accentuated with tiny hand embroidered dots along the pocket, 
available in the tone of natural and steel grey and handwashed 
for a soft finish.

BRITT SHORTS

SIERRA TROUSER

contact us : info@neemliving.us.com

www.neemliving.us.com

G 4101 FX XS/S, M/L, XLa relaxed fit pant with buttons at the bottom to create 
versatile styles, available in tones of natural, tobacco, 
indigo, sky, soil and dark soil, made in 100% cotton and 
handwashed for a soft finish.

DENALI PANTS

STYLE# STYLENAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

JACKET

G 3100 XS/S, M/L, XLa versatile kimono style jacket with large shawl collar 
including side pockets and cuff details with a play of 
contrasting colours and fabrics, 100% cotton, handwashed 
for a soft finish.

DORIS JACKET


